Drawing on existing work on popularizations, this investigation of book-length schol
human sciences who have conventionally deemed journal article publication the pinnacle of knowledge creation. So valorized has been the journal article that it has been described as "the standard product of the knowledge-manufacturing industries" (Knorr-Cetina, as cited in Swales, 1990, p. 95) and is considered the benchmark of academic worth linked to promotion, tenure, intellectual prestige, and status.
In contrast to the highly vaunted goal of journal publication, book writing in the sciences has traditionally been viewed as a "low status activity" best left to "non-scientists, failed scientists or ex-scientists as part of the general public relations effort of the research enterprise" (Whitley, 1985, p. 3) . Two major variants of such writing about science rather than in science and for a popular rather than specialist audience have been duly chronicled. In a variant that Fahnestock (1986) and Dubois (1986) term accommodations, nuggets of information from actual scientific research are extracted to create attention-grabbing snippets in newspapers that satisfy the curiosity of a general reading public. Myers (1990) , in turn, uses the term popularizations to refer to a longer variant that transforms existing scientific journal articles into articles for popular science magazines.
Recent years have seen the growth of another genre easily mistaken as a third variant of such writing for a mass audience. Yet unlike popularizations, of which science journalists are the primary authors, these book-length scholarly essays have been written by researchers who have, in fact, engaged in much of the substantive basic research themselves. Ranging from E. O. On Human Nature in biology to Stephen Pinker's (1994) The Language Instinct in linguistics and Howard Frames of Mind in psychology, these books present research by practicing academics across the spectrum of human and physical sciences.
Granted, the phenomenon of academic exposition for the public is not new. As far back as 1986, Fahnestock (1986, p. 277 ) noted that book-length "translations of science" exist and that scientists often collectively sought a "public voice" in collections such as the prestigious Scientific American Library. More recently, however, the public voice of scientists has taken on greater individual expression in these books. What incentive motivates these scholars including Nobel laureates and full-time research faculty at prestigious institutions to write books that are public expositions of their groundbreaking research?
At first blush, it appears obvious that academics garner material and pragmatic benefits in writing such publicly read books. Particular volumes written by individual writers have been publicly acclaimed through best-seller lists such as the New York Times and awards such as the Pulitzer. Not only do these authors receive book royalties and honoraria for guest lectures given about these works, but some of them have also gone on to very packed public schedules including interviews on talk shows and book signings. These researchers also experience a cascade effect as publicity about existing work generates interest in and funding for their next projects (McElheny, 1985; Nelkin, 1995) .
Yet, if academics themselves have treated as inverse the relationship between intellectual prestige and knowledge dissemination to nonspecialist audiences, how does this public exposition of science contribute to the researchers' participation in the scientific endeavor? As we explore this genre of book-length scholarly essays, too easily conflated with popularizations, we ask three main questions:
1. How does the researcher position himself in relation to his audience? 2. What are the rhetorical purposes sought by the writer-researchers in their use of this genre? 3. How does the textual realization of this genre resonate to genres it bears a resemblance to, namely, popularizations or research reporting genres?
We begin by clarifying the continuum between popularizations and research articles (RAs) along which these book-length scholarly essays seem to sit so uneasily.
Research on Popularizations
The conceptual impetus for work on popularizations has been research in the rhetoric of science that has demonstrated that scientific knowledge, despite its claims to objectivity removed from interpretation, is rhetorically constructed to gain acceptability within social communities of scientists. The rhetorical analysis of popularizations (Dubois, 1986; Fahnestock, 1986) demonstrates that popular depictions of science are consciously adapted away from academic rhetorical conventions toward constructions that have mass appeal.
A review of the literature on popularizations confirms three important features of popularizations that differentiate them from journal articles and, as we will argue, from the book sample used in this study:
1. Authorship: Accommodations of original research have most often been made by writers other than the authors of the original research. 2. Readership: The audience of these works is the largely nonspecialist readership of the relevant science magazines or newspapers. 3. Disciplinary domain: The most prominent domain chosen for transformations of research has tended to be the hard sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry, biology).
Rhetorical analysis of popularizations has also pointed to deeper differences in terms of rhetorical purpose, authorial positioning, and generic conventions. Contrasting scientific journal reporting with journalistic reporting of the same research, Fahnestock (1986) catalogues how scientific observations pass from original research reports intended for scientific peers into popular accounts aimed at a general audience thereby leaving the impression that scientific knowledge is more certain than it really is by (a) foregrounding the results of scientific research rather than the data on which they are based and (b) typically removing the hedges that qualify professional scientific writing thus making far more emphatic assertions. Such rhetorical treatment leads Fahnestock (1986) to conclude that "instead of simply reporting facts for a different audience, scientific accommodations are overwhelmingly epideictic: their main purpose is to celebrate rather than validate" (p. 278).
Another study that likewise traces the transformation in rhetorical purpose from articles in journals like the New England Journal of Medicine and the Journal of the American Medical Association to news items in local papers through the mediation of science journalists working for wire services is Dubois (1986) , cited in Swales's (1990) discussion of the translation of the RA into more popular accounts. Dubois (1986) highlights the resulting change in status of scientific observations as follows: "The publication of the scientific article is treated itself as a news event, with the result that the status of the scientific information may appear to be elevated to that of unalterable fact" (p. 243). In contrast to RAs where hypotheses confirmed are normally conferred provisional factual status, science journalism boosts findings from individual studies to the status of fact. In focusing on "wonder and application" appeals (Fahnestock, 1986, p. 279) , popular reporting also buries the explicit statements of method that confer validity to findings in the process of scientific inquiry reported in academic genres. Consequently, the rhetorical act of adapting science for a nonscientific audience results in what scientists would deem conceptual distortions in both method and facticity.
In one of relatively few studies investigating researchers who are also popularizers, Fuller (1993) asserts that Gould's popularizing texts differ markedly from works of scientific journalism exemplified by New Scientist and Scientific American and also from books written by John Gribbin (In Search of the Double Helix) and James Gleick (Chaos). Fuller rejects the label of "science accommodator" for Gould, referring to him instead as a "cultivator of science" (Fuller, 1993, p. 6 ) who seeks to write "accessible science" for an audience of intelligent, socioeconomically powerful lay readers who read to lay claim to knowledge about the preeminent scientific enterprise. Intriguingly, Fuller (1993, p. 4) suggests that Gould's authorial positioning consists of "interpersonal ambits" that position him as a scientific maverick, disregarding the disdain of fellow scientists, to take on the challenge of socially transforming scientific discourse into very public and lucid prose.
In addition to changes in rhetorical purpose and authorial positioning, other studies pinpoint changes in genre as a third major modification in the popularizing mode. Myers (1990) , for instance, highlights the contrast between the conventional generic structures and purposes of professional biology articles as opposed to popularizing articles from prestigious science magazines like Scientific American and New Scientist. He argues that the popular versions of scientific research create "a sequential narrative of nature, in which the plant or animal, not the scientific activity, is the subject, the narrative is chronological, and the syntax and vocabulary emphasize the externality of nature to scientific practices" (Myers, 1990, p. 42) . In contrast, professional RAs create what Myers terms a narrative of science, which emphasizes the argument of the scientist and the conceptual structure of the discipline. Making a similar observation, Fahnestock (1986) remarks that "with a significant change in rhetorical situation comes a change in genre" (p. 278). Her corroborating findings have been that, as accommodations have focused on newsworthy angles-the wonder and application appeals-they have moved away from the more conventional scientific research reporting genres.
Investigations About RAs
Rhetorical investigation of research-reporting genres is even more well-known and well established. See, for instance, Bazerman (1988 Bazerman ( , 1997 and Kronick (1976) for historical analyses of the rise of research genres and Dudley-Evans (1986), Swales (1990) , and Samraj (2002) , among others, for the Swalesian tradition of generic analysis of the RA. The latter tradition of generic analysis has yielded patterns of optional and obligatory rhetorical moves both in the RA and across other academic texts. Swales and Najjar (1987) , for instance, have focused on RA introductions. Dudley-Evans (1986) has investigated introductions and conclusions in master of science dissertations, whereas Bhatia (1993) contrasts RA abstracts and introductions. Such generic analysis has been useful in delineating sometimes subtle cross-disciplinary differences, as in Lindeberg (1994) , which chronicles differences in the rhetorical conventions present in the discussion and conclusion sections of articles across the disciplines of finance, marketing, and management. More recently, Samraj (2002) contrasts introductions in the two related fields of wildlife behavior and conservation biology.
Consequently, we do not belabor a full description here but highlight instead three central findings that form the conceptual backdrop to the book-length scholarly essays we differentiate in this study: (a) The journals themselves, through their respective scientific communities, have established a series of textual conventions that codify the presentation of scientific research; (b) the goals of prediction, parsimony, and empirical verifiability impose community-wide standards for the conduct and evaluation of inquiry expressed in the textual realizations of journal articles; and (c) the audience of scientific reporting remains predominantly specialist.
In terms of the motivation for our own work, we note that, with the exception of a few studies- Fuller's (1993) study of Gould as well as Kelley's (1993) investigation of Benoit Mandelbrot's semipopular scientific discourse-current work on popularizations has focused on relatively short accommodations of fewer than 10 pages written by nonresearchers. None of these studies has investigated the booklength scholarly essays written by practicing researchers that we consider here. Additionally, existing research has been limited to explorations of single domains. We choose to investigate this genre across disciplines to better explore a phenomenon that appears to be affecting many scientific disciplines. As we develop the evidence across our examination of nine such books drawn from three disciplines, we will build the argument that these books are an inchoate genre still evolving in rhetorical purpose, audience, and form to serve quite varied disciplinary, civic, and personal needs, some of which are significantly different from the scholarly purposes achieved in journal articles. We then use a rhetorical analysis of these texts to argue that a process of deliberative, rational inquiry in the texts differentiates these book-length scholarly essays from the variants of popularizations and RAs reviewed in this section.
OBJECTIVES
This study focuses on the little-researched genre of book-length essays currently being written by practicing scientists. We develop three interrelated claims:
1. The authorial positioning that these researchers explicitly choose is not limited to popular audiences but also extends to fellow academics within their own and other disciplines. 2. The expositions serve a rhetorical opportunity to transcend disciplinary boundaries and the limitations of individual studies to develop inquiry about theory. 3. These essays reveal generic experimentation beyond the conventions of either journal articles or popularizations.
Our approach is rhetorical, using genre analysis to more precisely locate these scholarly essays within academic agendas. We offer a first line of evidence from the introductory and concluding textual remarks of these books in which these authors explicate the rhetorical intent and intended audience of their book-length scholarly essays to which we add convergent evidence from personal communications with some of the authors. A second major line of evidence comprises a detailed examination of a central chapter from each of the nine texts that form our data sample. It is in these chapters that we get the clearest indication of the authors' argumentative process, as they work hard to explicate the evidence and reasoning for their stated position. A close examination of these central chapters demonstrates how these scientists experiment generically to serve a mixed audience while staying true to the intellectual spirit of a discipline.
Selection of Data
The choice of data for this study (see Table 1 ) was constrained by the twin goals of achieving generalizability across selected disciplines while working with a manageable corpus. To this end, we selected three books each from three disciplines, namely, linguistics, psychology, and sociobiology. The choice of these three fields is arbitrary insofar as we allowed interest, availability of data, and personal competence to narrow our choice of disciplines. All three disciplines do, however, share a mode of inquiry centered on empirical observation and justification.
Within each discipline, we selected books that (a) were written by individual authors who had conducted some of the basic research, and (b) had a thematically convergent topic. From these books, we selected central chapters between 10 and 35 pages long that conveyed essential completeness and unity of argument. Among the books we rejected, therefore, were multiauthored anthologies, collected lectures (such as those by Richard Feynman), and reflective essays by a single author but with thematic diversity (e.g., those by Freeman Dyson and Stephen Gould). In total, we analyzed a text sample of more than 190 pages from authors of nine books in three different fields, namely, linguistics, sociobiology, and psychology. The major data (see Table 1 ) consisted of central chapters that presented a unified argument rather than looking back or ahead to other chapters. Prefaces and introductory and concluding chapters were incorporated as secondary sources of data to provide a fuller understanding of these texts.
The Author-Audience Dialectic
We begin our analysis with a bird's eye view of these texts by focusing on the authors' explicit statements of audience and rhetorical purpose. Unlike more conventional research genres, where the roles of specialist author and audience are taken for granted, these authors explicitly build a dialogue with their readers. They begin by explicitly specifying the audiences they seek to engage in the textual front matter (preface or introductory chapter) of their books-statements that they corroborated in personal communication. Although addressing a lay audience is a prime objective, not atypical of popularizations, a number of the authors in our sample also speak at length of intending their work to be worthy of consideration by a jury of their peers. For instance, Pinker (1994) explicitly identifies five groups of readers in his preface:
For the language lover [italics added], I hope to show that there is a world of elegance and richness in quotidian speech that far outshines the local curiosities and etymologies, unusual words and fine points of usage.
For the reader of popular science [italics added], I hope to explain what is behind the recent discoveries. . . . I also hope to answer many natural questions about languages . . .
For students unaware of the science of language and mind [italics added], . . . I hope to convey the grand intellectual excitement that launched the modern study of language several decades ago.
For my professional colleagues [italics added], scattered across so many disciplines and studying so many seemingly unrelated topics, I hope to offer a semblance of an integration of this vast territory.
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Table 1 Data Set
For the general nonfiction reader [italics added], interested in language and human beings in the broadest sense, I hope to offer something different from the airy platitudes-Language Lite-that typify discussions of language (generally by people who have never studied it) in the humanities and sciences alike. (pp. 7-8) Pinker's (1994) characterization of his audience gives insight into his goals. First, for every type of audience he specifies, Pinker explicitly states that he intends to deepen understanding about the complexity of the emergence of language, not simplify the research as in the "Language Lite" he sardonically dismisses. Second, Pinker identifies himself as someone who has "studied" language through a contrast with "people who have never studied it." Third, he includes academics, albeit nonlinguists, among his reading publics, thereby deliberately making himself answerable to the exacting standards that academics apply to all research.
Others in our sample do, in fact, also include colleagues (both novices and experts) within their own disciplines. Ray Jackendoff (personal communication, November 28, 2002) , for instance, points out that one of his purposes was to have a "compact textbook . . . for introductory linguistics courses, to supplement the standard texts, which deal only with phonetics, . . . etc., but don't ever look at the Big Picture." If Jackendoff wrote for an audience of disciplinary novices, Konner (personal communication, December 21, 2002) explains that colleagues, in fact, were a primary audience of not only exacting critics but also complimentary readers.
Unlike the specialist-to-specialist relationship in RAs or the sciencejournalist to lay-audience link in short popularizations, these booklength scholarly essays intentionally seek more varied audiences, favoring both disciplinary communities and lay readers. As their textual and personal comments suggest, these writer-researchers choose to become very public spokesmen for their disciplines.
Rhetorical Purposes
In all nine books across the sample domains of linguistics, sociobiology, and cognitive psychology, the authors also take time to articulate their purposes in ways that differ from more conventional academic genres. Specifically, these researchers are explicit about both the content and intended method of their scholarly essays in ways not incompatible with fulfilling their own intellectual agendas.
In content, the writers commit to two kinds of inquiry-the first philosophical and a second that is theoretical. We note that, although it would have been atypical, given the length and content restrictions in RAs, to draw connections to universal issues of the human condition, the researchers here write to engage in public discourse that links their research explicitly to broader human concerns. , for instance, insists on restoring human "wonder" in the domain of human biology to address "the central issues of the humanities, including ideology and religious belief." He refers to this endeavor as "the epic of which natural scientists write in technical fragments" (p. 204) and "the great goal toward which literate people move as on a voyage of discovery" (p. 205). Jackendoff, too, describes his writing of Patterns in the Mind as "part of his mission as an academic . . . to try to apply his knowledge to public discourse" (personal communication, November 28, 2002) . Specifically, the writers in this sample describe their civic goals as including 1. classic human curiosity about ourselves and the world around us (Jackendoff, Konner, Pinker, Ridley, Wilson) , and/or 2. implications for the conduct of human affairs, for example, education (Butterworth, Gardner, Konner, Lakoff) .
Articulating a more academic goal, a number of these authors attempt knowledge synthesis in their own and related disciplines to express implications for research (Gardner, Jackendoff, Konner, Lakoff, Ridley, Sulloway, Wilson) . Specifically, these author statements serve to confirm these academic essays as theory-building texts-that is, finding out what it is reasonable to believe about a particular topic-while simultaneously pushing at the frontiers of current knowledge. In one such instantiation of an inquiry-based purpose, Lakoff frames his writing as being necessary to the disciplinary crossroads at which he perceives cognitive science to be, explicitly articulating his intention to use cutting-edge research, including his own, to demonstrate how and why thinking about cognitive science ought to change. His comments certainly suggest that he perceives his book as being essential to progress in cognitive science, unlike accommodations, which merely retell existing knowledge in a less technical form.
Validating such a progressive role for book-length disciplinary syntheses, Kelley (1993) highlights Kuhn's observation that "one of the unmistakable markers of a new discipline is a text that is intelligible to an educated general audience; after its appearance, most important work in the field is done in very specific and technical articles in learned journals" (p. 141). Although these books are not written in new disciplines, their researcher-authors rightfully intend for their books to be stimulants to the intellectual growth within their respective disciplines as they take stock of developments in their respective domains to forge ahead conceptually. We note that in keeping with their academic habits, these researchers do, in fact, claim novelty in this work (Kaufer & Geisler, 1989) as they would with their other academic writing. Although such exploratory theory building generally does not fit easily in research-reporting genres, the adaptable structure of these books does accommodate such a rhetorical aim.
These authors also explicitly articulate their method of discussion, previewing to their varied readers their chosen approach. , for instance, stipulates his own purpose as being exploratory, that is, to build his own view of human behavior in sociobiological terms. His expectation is that the reader should be open to such intellectual exploration, as evidenced by his invitation to the reader to test the range of ideas expressed in his book critically:
On Human Nature is the third book in a trilogy that unfolded without my being consciously aware of any logical sequence until it was nearly finished . . . This third book could not be a textbook or a conventional synthesis of the scientific literature. . . . On Human Nature may be read for information about behavior and sociobiology, which I have been careful to document. But its core is a speculative essay [italics added] about the profound consequences that will follow as social theory at long last meets the part of the natural sciences most relevant to it. . . . The social sciences are still too young and weak, and evolutionary theory itself too imperfect, for the propositions reviewed here to be carved in stone [italics added]. (pp. x-xi) In fact, in our data, Wilson is one author who explicitly refers to his book as an essay. Such a reference to speculation and the essayist tradition has, in fact, been noted elsewhere in the literature. Kelley (1993) notes, for instance, that in Fractals, Mandelbrot (1977) too explicitly acknowledges his moving away from standard research genres:
This work is referred to throughout as a scientific Essay, and it conforms indeed strictly (other than by its length) to an old dictionary's definition as a "composition dealing with a subject from a personal point of view and without attempting completeness." (p. 2)
In short, prefatory comments in these volumes and personal communication from some of the authors signal a range of rhetorical purposes that allow the writer-researchers scholarly opportunities for intellectual exploration and inquiry about their own fields in a more speculative genre than that embodied in RAs.
Generic Structure Analysis
Taking into account the assumption that genres enact the intellectual and social purposes of their users (Miller, 1984) , we now turn to a systematic examination of the generic structure of central chapters in these book-length scholarly essays. We augment our textual analysis with personal communication with the authors, recognizing that there could sometimes be a rift between authorial intentions and explicit text.
To recap, our primary data consist of central chapters from singleauthored books on a thematically unified topic. We observe that each of the books in this small sample is, in fact, built up as an accretion of individual chapters, each developing one piece in the puzzle that is the conceptual inquiry reflected in the book as a whole. In Frames of Mind , for instance, each chapter in the first section of the book is a self-contained argument-biological foundations of intelligence, early views of intelligence, and definitions of intelligence-leading toward an overall claim that intelligence is a multifaceted psychological construct.
We use the detailed analysis of generic structure that follows to explicate the argumentative essay structure that these authors use to develop their conceptual inquiry, reasoning through major conceptual quandaries, to arrive at new knowledge. In outlining our findings, we follow the structure of the chapter, discussing the pattern of moves observed in the chapter introductions, before moving on to the pattern of moves deduced in the most interesting segment of the texts-the chapter body-finally ending with the patterns observed in the chapter conclusions. Although the bulk of our attention focuses on the body of these chapters, the introductions and conclusions are significant because they realize scholarly aims like those achieved in journal articles, thereby verifying that the book-length scholarly essays in this sample are not simply mass-appeal dilutions of the scientific enterprise.
The identification of introductions and conclusions in these chapters follows the author's labeling. Where such labeling is absent, we identified as introduction and conclusion the first and final sections of a chapter, referring to the sections in between as the chapter body (see Table 2 ). Two authors, namely Wilson and Konner, ran their chapters of 27 and 21 pages, respectively, as continuous text, without section divisions. Other variations ranged from sections without headings (Pinker) to a few section headings (inclusive of explicit labeling of the conclusion but not the introduction) and extensive content-based headings in three instances (see Table 2 ).
Examining the chapters quickly revealed that the structure in these chapters reflects a range of logical possibilities, unlike the much more regularized structure of scientific RAs with the conventional, but not exclusively used, section headings of introduction, method, results, and discussion. We offer this bird's-eye view of the chapter structure as a cursory but not irrelevant indicator that the researchers allow themselves considerable latitude in structuring these chapters. In explaining their choices, more than one researcher (Konner, personal communication, December 21, 2002; Pinker, December 20, 2002, personal communication) explained that he strove for a more readerfriendly style.
Chapter Introductions
Examining the rhetorical moves within these chapters provides the most explicit evidence that what the writers try to achieve textually in these scholarly essays are not merely popularizations and, in fact, veer closer toward research-reporting genres like the RA. The specific choice of rhetorical moves taken by the researchers strategically places the text more in line with argumentation that academics can accept and value. Although a sample of nine texts is necessarily limited in generalizability, the move structure analysis (and the numerical breakdown that follows) is indicative of patterns worthy of further study with regard to these book-length scholarly essays.
In the chapter introductions, the first two moves of attracting reader interest and staking out intellectual space may well be resonant of many genres, but the writer-researchers in our data use a combination of anecdotes-what Pinker (personal communication, December 20, 2002) calls hooks-and seemingly absurd questions that entice the reader to read on by piquing their interest about compelling physical and/or social phenomena. an interesting yarn about a Polynesian chieftain, Big Kiku, on the isolated central Pacific island of Maku as a lead-in to his puzzle: Why is detecting generosity so much harder than detecting cheating? , in turn, quotes the remarks of biologist Charles Darwin and linguist Wilhelm von Humboldt on differences they had observed between themselves and their respective siblings to lead naturally into his central question: What Darwin will explain the counterintuitive phenomenon of sibling diversity? , in contrast, uses the question strategy by asking readers the seemingly trivial question, "Which is bigger: 2 or 9?" as a way of capturing readers' interest and leading into his central question about whether the ability to distinguish number size is an innate or learned capacity. The first generic move, actually shared among seven of the nine authors, was to begin their chapters proper by staking out an intellectual space as a question, often baldly and with little embellishment. The one exception is chapter in the sociobiology data, which is not sectioned (see Table 2 ), and presents its central question two thirds of the way through the chapter (see Table 3 ). , in the psychology sample, is also slightly atypical in that he expresses his central question not in the introduction but in the
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MOVE 1* CAPTURING READER'S INTEREST
Step 1A Relating a "seductive" detail/anecdote (3/9) (Pinker, Ridley, Sulloway) or Step 1B Asking a seemingly trivial question (1/9) (Butterworth)
MOVE 2 STAKING OUT INTELLECTUAL SPACE
Step 1A Asking central question of chapter (6/9) or Step 1B Announcing central claim of chapter (2/9) (Pinker, Lakoff) and/or Step 2
Justifying question/claim (3/9) (Gardner, Sulloway, Wilson)
MOVE 3 SETTING UP METHODOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Step 1 Identifying paradigm to be used (8/9) and/or Step 2
Defining key concepts (8/9) and/or Step 3
Clarifying scope of question/claim (4/9) (Gardner, Jackendoff, Sulloway, Wilson)
Figure 1. Moves within chapter introductions.
*optional chapter title, "What Is an Intelligence?" By posing questions, these authors invite their audience to actively participate in a mutual exploration of a subject. Such an audience-centered strategy is a timehonored strategy in traditions such as the essayist tradition beginning with Montaigne in the 16th century but not atypical in social science or scientific research writing either. In fact, it is the absence of more typical strategies of posing a hypothesis (as in psychology or human biology RAs) or claiming an existing analysis as inadequate (as in linguistics research) that reveals a conscious choice away from familiar and favored strategies in the specialist domains.
Having raised a central question, three of our nine authors, one from each of the three disciplines represented in our sample, take the rhetorically significant step of justifying the importance of the question/claim posited. , for instance, underscores the classic nature of his question: "the great paradox of determinism and free and , in turn, stress the potential for knowledge synthesis in their own and related disciplines:
There is much recent evidence emerging from scientific research, cross cultural observations, and educational study which stands in need of review and organization/synthesis. (Gardner, 1983, p. 60) Resolving this problem [explaining sibling diversity] is important for numerous allied disciplines, including biography and history. (Sulloway, 1996, p. 89) Although justifying the central question is underrepresented (occurring in only three of the nine texts), it is important generically because it explicitly marks the rhetorical intention of some of these academics to pursue a synthesis and reformulation of knowledge that crosses disciplinary boundaries-a disciplinary synthesis that clearly could not be achieved through a dilution of the subject as found in popularizations.
Interestingly, the final move in the introduction is also the most frequent. Almost unanimously (eight out of nine cases), the authors in the sample take the trouble to set up methodological parameters by explaining the research paradigm, or mode of inquiry, and tools of investigation that will be used to find sound answers to the question/ claim posited in the chapter. Although our sample is small, the foregrounding of method in each chapter introduction suggests that it would be simplistic to pigeonhole these books with accommodations written by nonresearchers where methodology is routinely omitted.
In articulating their research paradigm and methodology, these academics consciously express commitment to the inquiry process in their respective disciplines thereby framing their books as they would other academic genres that they write. , for instance, explains that he will be using ideas from cognitive linguistics-Fillmore's frame semantics, Lakoff and Johnson's theory of metaphor and metonymy, Langacker's cognitive grammar, and Fauconnier's theory of mental spaces-to make his argument. , in turn, clearly contrasts his choice of the experimental method over introspection, as do Gardner (selecting empirical over a priori criteria and computer scientist Oliver Selfridge's suggestive threshold/ resonance model) (1983) and Sulloway (adopting a Darwinian paradigm rather than a psychoanalytic one) (1996) .
Having examined the rhetorical moves in these chapter introductions, we find that they differ from both the conventional RA introduction well documented generically (Samraj, 2002; Swales, 1990) and the methodologically simplified structure observed in popularizations. In the standard RA, for instance, the writer might begin by noting the centrality of a selected issue within the discipline, move to substantiate existing work on this issue by reference to other research in a literature review, and then narrow the focus to a specific research issue with theoretically based hypotheses. Here, there is no shared community created through textual citation of a literature review. Instead, an invitation to participate is made on the basis of puzzles broached by telling a short anecdote or posing a seemingly obvious question. The writer-researchers in this sample also show a clear desire to clarify not just the findings but also how answers are arrived at.
The Chapter Body
Turning to the chapter body, we find that it represents the segment of the book chapters that best documents how these book-length scholarly essays differ from extant characterizations of popularizations. Specifically, the chapter body represents the largest proportion, approximately two thirds of each chapter, used to develop a reasoned response on a central issue. We begin by briefly outlining the alternatives set up in each chapter (see Figure 2) .
To illustrate the process of positing and testing alternative viewpoints at the core of these scholarly essays, we use an extended example from Pinker's (1994) argument about the innateness of complex language (see Figure 3 for a broad-strokes view and Figure 4 for a more detailed presentation). Although it is not possible within the scope of an article to describe the parallel weighing up and considering of alternatives in all the nine chapters, it is here that our analysis differs significantly from characterizations of popularizations investigated by Myers (1990) and Fahnestock (1986) . The pivotal genre in these chapters is not narrative, as in Myers's narrative of nature, but argument, built step-by-step, as each hypothesis considered for belief is rigorously and systematically tested, based on empirical criteria. Pinker (1994) begins this process by highlighting the universality of complex language, which he asserts is "the first reason to suspect that language is not just any cultural invention but the product of a special human instinct" (p. 27). He notes that, for many, universality would prove innateness, but for "tough-minded skeptics like the philosopher Hilary Putnam, it is no proof at all" because "not everything that is universal is innate" (Pinker, 1994, p. 31) . Having outlined two alternatives, a cultural hypothesis asserting that "language could have been invented by resourceful people a number of times long ago" and "spread . . . to other quieter cultures" (Pinker, 1994, p. 32) and an innate view asserting that humans are hardwired for language, Pinker begins the task of critical evaluation.
To choose between the two hypotheses, Pinker (1994) says, "We need to see how people create a complex language from scratch," and "amazingly, we can" (p. 35) thanks to Derek Bickerton's study of a recent episode of creolization in Hawaii. Having laid out Bickerton's findings (which support the innateness claim), Pinker immediately raises an objection to Bickerton's work, namely, that it was based on a reconstruction of events rather than direct observation. In reply to this objection, Pinker (1994) points to "two recent natural experiments in which creolization by children can be observed in real time" (p. 36), namely, the creolization of the pidgin Lenguaje de Signos Nicaragüense (LSN) into the Idioma de Signos Nicaragüense (ISN) in the late 70s. Having laid out this new evidence, Pinker (1994) anticipates an objection, namely, that ISN was the collective product of many children and that "if we are to attribute the richness of language to the mind of the child, we really want to see a single child adding some increment of grammatical complexity to the input the child has received" (p. 37). In response to this objection, Pinker highlights psycholinguists Singleton and Newport's study of a profoundly deaf 9-year-old, "Simon."
The pattern of raising objections and replying to them is then repeated a third time with the objection-that the two instances of creolization involve extraordinary acts of creation by deaf childrenand a response that seeks to demonstrate that normal children behave in the same way. Part of this response involves a discussion of Chomsky's universal grammar claim and its testing in an experiment with 3-, 4-and 5-year-olds by psycholinguists Crain and Nakayama whose findings (see Figure 3 ) are questioned and responded to successfully, thus leading to corroboration of Chomsky's universal grammar claim and the conclusion that "language acquisition cannot be explained as a kind of imitation" (Pinker, 1994, p. 45) .
One final step remains to "complete the argument that language is a specific instinct, not just the clever solution to a problem thought up by a generally brainy species," Pinker (1994, p. 45) writes, and he goes
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Observation of universality of complex language leads to two competing hypotheses: cultural hypothesis and innateness hypothesis.
Cultural hypothesis asserts that language is a valuable resource that could have been invented by resourceful people a number of times long ago and that spread to other, quieter cultures.
First half of argument rebuts cultural hypothesis:
1. Cultural artifacts tend to be different. Even man-made languages differ, but natural languages of the world tend to be very similar thus pointing to innateness. 2. Cultures do not teach language to one another. It is not taught at all. Children create language, not adults. (creolization)
Second half of argument tests innateness hypothesis: If language is innate, then it should have an identifiable seat in the brain. The presence of linguistic idiot savants (good language, bad cognition) and its opposite dissociation (language deficit, intelligence intact) indicate the presence of such a seat. on to devise a test for his own position. Using Mills's method of agreement and difference, Pinker (1994) suggests the following:
If language is an instinct, it should have an identifiable seat in the brain, and perhaps even a special set of genes that help wire it into place. Disrupt these genes or neurons, and language should suffer while the other parts of intelligence carry on; spare them in an otherwise damaged brain, and you should have a retarded individual with intact language, a linguistic idiot savant. (p. 45) And he goes on to produce just this evidence-two syndromes where language is impaired and the rest of intelligence is intact, namely Broca's aphasia and specific language impairment, and two syndromes involving the opposite dissociation, good language, and bad cognition, namely, chatterbox syndrome and Williams syndrome, both of which are carefully put through the same testing procedure seen in the earlier half of the chapter body. Pinker's (1994) argument, laid out in one of the central chapters of his book, The Language Instinct, serves not only to present readers with a reconceptualization of the origins of language but also to present a process of reasoning, namely, argumentation. Where a popularization might well have stopped with laying out compelling evidence for the innateness hypothesis (the alternative that is accepted), Pinker takes time to reveal the flaws in the cultural hypothesis in keeping with scholarly norms that dictate making explicit the reasons underlying both accepted and rejected propositions within a knowledge community.
Each of these authors lays out the evidence and makes claims and counterclaims to reach a reasoned justification of belief. Unlike the conventional reporting structure of the findings section of the RA, this longest and central segment in each chapter is largely jargon-, formula-, and statistic-free. Instead, authors work hard to make explicit the reasoning behind competing viewpoints including a careful weighing up of alternative interpretations of evidence so that the reader can make a reasoned judgment about which view is more rational. It is this structural feature of these books that we believe brings them most closely in line with the thrust toward rational inquiry that typifies good research. Having analyzed data from three different disciplines and based on our analysis of all nine chapter bodies, we derived a tentative model of the moves within the chapter body, as shown in Figure 5 . Chomsky's innateness hypothesis (tested by Crain and Nakayama) Objection: meaning not structure used to convert sentences into questions
Crain & Nakayama's experimental design control: dummy subjects So, children must be using structure not meaning to convert sentences. Although researchers themselves might be most prone to dismiss scholarly essays as less rigorous than academic genre such as journal articles because they do not conform to overt signals of scientific research such as quantification, the argumentative structure of these popularizations most closely resembles another academic genre-the genre of philosophic essays described in detail in Geisler (1994) . She characterizes the generic structure of philosophic essays as using a main-path/faulty-path structure where readers are redirected from misperceptions in seeing the issue to defining the problem correctly and are finally led to a point where they can see the solution. Geisler (1994) describes the process as follows:
At every point along this main path, philosophers introduce other authors' positions as well as make their own claims. In general, they organize these alternative positions according to a metric of faultiness. That is, philosophers highlight the faults in other authors' approaches in order to support aspects of their own position. For instance, they often begin with an approach they consider very faulty. Then, through a critique, they eliminate that approach. Very wrong approaches are dealt with early, more complex and harder to refute approaches are dealt with later. Then, after all the faulty paths are eliminated, the
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MOVE 1 ANNOUNCING OWN POSITION AND OTHER
Step 1 Announce own position and Step 2
Announce alternative to own position
MOVE 2 ENGAGING THE TWO VIEWS
Step 1 Presenting evidence for own position Step 2
Raising objection to own position Step 3
Answering objection Step 4A
Raising objection to alternative position or Step 4A
Raising new objection (Steps 2, 3, 4A are recursive)
MOVE 3 RESOLVING THE ARGUMENT
Step 1A Stating answer to central question or Step 1B Affirming central claim Similarly, the complexity of Pinker's argumentation, laid bare to scrutiny through the myriad objections he anticipates, enables readers to experience the reasoning leading to justified belief that researchers themselves so value without the dilution or abridgement customarily attributed to popularizations.
Chapter Conclusions
Moving to the conclusion of each chapter, as shown in Figure 6 , we identified five optional steps, which seem to occur with roughly similar frequency. We make two brief observations about these chapter conclusions. First, there is considerable variability in the rhetorical moves occurring in this section of the chapter in keeping with our observation that scholarly essays are very much an evolving genre. Second, Step 3 (striking a cautionary note) provides a contrast to Fahnestock's (1986) observation about scientific accommodations tending to overemphasize the certainty of knowledge. , for instance, highlights the risk of reification by reminding readers that the intelligences he discusses are no more than "useful fictions" (p. 70). Sociobiologist Melvin similarly urges caution. Having asked what we are to make of the extraordinary facts that he has just presented, he answers, "For the immediate future, at least as far as I am concerned, nothing," because "it is simply too soon, there is too little information to make inferences about human behavior at all responsibly," even while maintaining that "in the near future, it will be extremely difficult for an informed, objective observer to discard the hypothesis" (p. 126) that gender differences are in part physiological. Unquestionably, the label of popularizations would misrepresent the intellectual essence of these texts.
SUMMING UP
Research on academic genres has not systematically studied booklength scholarly essays in the sciences. We sought to address this gap by scrutinizing books written by nine practicing researchers across three disciplines-linguistics, sociobiology, and psychology. To better understand the place these texts occupy in the academic agendas of these researchers, we used the authors' explicit statements about rhetorical purposes and the intended audiences of these texts, insightful comments by the writer-researchers in personal communication with us, and a rhetorical structure analysis of key segments of these essays.
A careful examination of features in these texts (see Table 4 ) differentiates them from a convenient but misplaced pairing with either popularizations or a more typical research genre such as journal articles. Scholarly essays no doubt share a superficial similarity to popularizations in their lucid, generalist prose and accessibility to mass audiences. Yet, these researchers' intent to conform to scientific standards of inquiry while reaching a more varied mix of audiences, ranging from generalists reading widely to fellow academics, sets them apart. In addressing a wide audience, these authors gain more mileage out of their intellectual capital by more easily achieving a broad diffusion of their ideas (Kaufer & Carley, 1993) . As researchers, they identify themselves as those who are capable of vital theorybuilding work but, equally, who, in speaking to philosophical issues, move outside their purely specialist role by taking a place as articulate and informed citizens communicating to like-minded citizens.
In rhetorical purpose, too, purely knowledge-telling aims such as those conventionally found in popularizations are not entirely applicable here. Our findings confirm that researchers write such booklength texts not only to disseminate knowledge across disciplinary boundaries but also to bring together disparate sources of information from different domains and to speculate theoretically. Both in the texts themselves and in personal communication, these writerresearchers speak at length of their desire to use these books to conduct an integrative and interdisciplinary inquiry that proceeds from
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MOVE 1 ACHIEVING CLOSURE
Step 1 Reviewing argument structure (3/9) (Butterworth, Jackendoff, Pinker) and/or Step 2
Restating claim/answer (3/9) (Lakoff, Sulloway, Ridley) and/or Step 3
Sounding cautionary note (3/9) (Gardner, Jackendoff, Konner) and/or Step 4
Highlighting implications of argument (1/9) (Konner) and/or Step 5
Linking argument to overall argument (3/9) (Gardner, Jackendoff, Wilson) Figure 6 . Moves within the chapter conclusion.
theoretical speculation to factual confirmation and further exploratory development of theory. The generic structure analysis, similarly, is informative of the nature of these scholarly essays in that the textual realization of the central chapters comprises neither the narrative of popularizations (Myers, 1990) nor the more conventional introduction-methodsresults-discussion structure of research-reporting genre. In contrast to the disciplinary conventions of scientific argument such as a reliance on specialist jargon, technical descriptions of method, and statistical methods/quantification of analyses, which require specialist knowledge and thereby exclude some readers, the conventions these writer-researchers apply are those of rational argument, accessible to any thinking adult. Specifically, the analysis of rhetorical moves in the body of the central chapters demonstrates how these writers create a unifying argumentative structure for the theoretical issues under consideration, developed as a series of contrasting viewpoints, buttressed by supporting evidence, counterpointed against opposing viewpoints, and rallied around rebuttals. In setting up alternative explanations for observed phenomena, and systematically and rigorously testing the viability of these alternative explanations, these writer-researchers commit to standards of rational inquiry to engage a varied, intellectually curious audience for whom understanding how answers to perplexing problems are arrived at is as important as the answers themselves. Finally, by the researchers' own labeling of their texts as essays, there is some suggestion that these scholarly texts may be examples of extended essays. Although it is beyond the purview of this article to attempt a historical tracing of the essayist tradition, future research could, in fact, explore more systematically whether it is appropriate to view these scholarly essays as a continuing link in an essayist tradition.
At the level of whole books, we have seen that these texts are extremely fluid in structure thus suggesting that they are a hybrid genre still evolving to meet researcher needs. One genre that such fluidity has long been associated with is the essayist genre, which some scholars have traced to expressions of the spirit of intellectual discovery embodied by the Renaissance (Hall, 1989) . Genealogical descriptions of the flowering of the essayist genre have conventionally contrasted Montaigne's more personal and relatively unstructured verbal journeys with Bacon's terse summations of inductive reasoning, working through evidence of his own observations of the world around him to reach a conclusion. Essayist scholars (Archibald, 2002; Heath, 1993) have also noted that, although these essays started out as stand-alone collections, they were transformed into submissions for periodical magazines such as Tatler and Spectator in the 18th century.
A separate thread, which some essayist scholars like Butrym (1989) and Walker (1928) have called treatises rather than essays, emerged in the 19th and 20th centuries and may, we speculate, be the textual ancestor of the book-length scholarly essays investigated here, given the long tradition of such treatises in the social sciences. It may well be that the other sciences are returning to a dormant essayist tradition and that scholarly essays are what Swales (1996) would call an occluded genre in the academy. Kaufer and Carley's (1993) ideas about the cyclical progress of scientific texts in the academy offer one possibility about why we may be witnessing a ternary movement in the occurrence of well-regarded scholarly essays in the sciences. They highlight that when journal articles first emerged, they were lauded for the ready accessibility to ideas that these publications provided to science practitioners and interested observers alike. Yet, as the peer review process increasingly brought quality control to such journal submissions, it also brought a delay to the diffusion of ideas. As intellectual communities have become increasingly specialized, it is perhaps only fitting that researchers who desire diffusion of their novel contributions adapt rhetorically by availing themselves of the particular challenges and opportunities to speculate theoretically and philosophically in such book-length scholarly essays.
